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Cell is the basic structural and functional unit of life.
Structural organisation – Cell → Tissue → Organ → Organ system
Cell was discovered by Robert Hooke in 1665.
Cell theory was given by M.J. Schleiden and Theodore Schwann.
Cell theory states that- (a) cell is a basic structural and functional unit of living organisms.
(b) cells differ in their basic structure and function .
(c) Cells arise from pre- existing cells.
Organisms can be unicellular e.x. Amoeba, Paramecium and multicellular e.x. human beings, cat ,elephant
Every cell has three major components: , plasma membrane , cytoplasm , DNA (naked in bacteria) enclosed by a
nuclear membrane in all other organisms.
Cells are of two types on the basis of their origin – prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells

Prokaryotic cells (P)ro = early/primitive
 Nucleus not distinct, it is in the form of nuclear

Eukaryotic cells (eu = true, karyon = nucleus)
 Nucleus distinct, with well formed

membrane.


Double-membrane cell organelles absent.



Double-membrane cell organelles present.



70 S ribosomes present.



80 S ribosomes present.



Nuclear material is not well organised.



Nuclear material is well organised.

Name the following(a) The sac like–structure which form the grana-_____________________________________
(b) Power house” of the cell-_____________________________________________________
(c) Organelle contains enzymes for cellular respiration-_______________________________
(d) Plastid that imparts colour to flower petals-______________________________________
Given below is a list of functions, relate them to their respective organelles:
(a) synthesis of some enzymes _____________________________________________________
(b) storage of carbohydrates _______________________________________________________
(c) Intracellular transport __________________________________________________________

(d) Synthesis of proteins -___________________________________________________________

Q. What is the structural organisation in living organisms?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. What are the postulates of cell theory?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. Who discovered- (a) cell

(b) Nucleus

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. Complete the tableName of the organelle

Nucleus

Mitochondria

Golgi complex

Cell wall

Its importance

Cell membrane

Q. What is cell division? Write its importance .
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Q.Draw well labelled diagram of (a) animal cell (b) plant cell
(a)

(b)
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Biodiversity – is the variety of life including different species of plants, animals, and other living forms
that live together in a specific region on the Earth.
An ecosystem is made of all the plants, animals and microorganisms in an area along with non-living
components such as climate, soil, rivers etc.
An ecosystem includes two components-(A) biotic(living things)
(b) Abiotic components(non- living
things like soil ,air etc)
Existence of plants and animals is important due to various reasons:
• roots of the plants help in binding the soil and hence prevent soil erosion
• forests are home to numerous plants and animal species,
• forests maintain a balance between the oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere • forests
also play role in the climate , wind and rainfall of the both locally and globally
• Different plants and animals form vital links in food chains and food webs.
Thus for the survival of the mankind and to maintain the natural ecological balance it is necessary to
conserve biodiversity.



causes of the loss of biodiversity:
(i)

Increase in human population and use of land for agriculture and urban development leading to
large scale destruction of forests resulting in deforestation.



(ii)

Killing of animals for their meat, skin and other body parts

(iii)

Pollution of air, water and land adversely affects many plants and animals.

(iv)

Natural disasters like, earthquakes, cyclones etc

Consequences of deforestation are many:
• Deforestation results in the change in soil property gradually leading to
desertification.
• Falling of trees may also result in the increase in the temperature of the earth (global warming)
• It also leads a disturbance in the water cycle and less rainfall resulting in drought.
• Loss of trees decreases the water holding capacity of the soil. The movement of water from the soil
surface into the ground is reduced leading to floods.



Terms associated with biodiversity:
Species: a group or a class of animals and plants having certain common and permanent characteristics
that clearly distinguish it from other groups.
Flora and fauna: numerous species of plants living in their natural surroundings (habitat) are termed as
flora, and the animal species constitute the fauna. Together the flora and fauna form the biodiversity of
the place.
Extinct species: species of plants and animals that are no longer existing.
Endangered species: These are at a high risk of getting extinct in their habitat in the near future.
Endemic species: species of plants and animals which are found exclusively in a particular area. A
particular type of animal or plant may be endemic to a zone, a state or a country.



To protect our flora and fauna and their habitats, protected areas called sanctuaries, national parks and
biosphere reserves have been earmarked. Plantation, cultivation, grazing, felling trees, hunting and
poaching are prohibited here. These protected areas include: national park ,sanctuaries and biosphere
reserves .
National park
The National park:













Only an approved person can enter into a
national park, either via paying a visitor
ticket or an approved letter from the
governing body.
The visitors can only observe the park
inside a vehicle that routes through
defined trails.
Visitors cannot get down from the
vehicle for any reason unless there is an
approved place for visitors.
Photographs are allowed but research
and educational work can only be done
with a prior permission.
The park can not be used for any reason
like. firewood, timber, fruits…etc.
The national parks are more restricted for
the people but earn money that could be
managed to develop nature conservation
measures

Wildlife sanctuaries
The wildlife sanctuary is a declared protected area,
where very limited human activity is allowed.
Inside a wildlife sanctuary:
 The hunting of animals is completely
prohibited.
 The trees cannot be cut down for any
purpose.
 The clearing of the forest for agriculture
is completely banned.
 People can collect firewood, fruits,
medicinal plants and other stuff in small
scale.
 It's not physically fenced to restrict the
public from entering and roaming inside
a wildlife sanctuary for research,
educational, inspirational, and
recreational purposes is allowed.

Biosphere reserves: they are areas for conservation of biodiversity. The biosphere reserves help to
maintain the biodiversity and culture of that area. The area covered by it is the largest and it can have a
number of national parks and sanctuaries within its area.



Red data book is the source book which keeps a record of all the endangered animals and plants.

Q. Give two examples of each—
(a) National parks -______________________________________________________________________________
(b) Sanctuaries
______________________________________________________________________________
(c) Endangered species______________________________________________________________________________
(d) Endemic species in India______________________________________________________________________________
Q. Write advantages of maintaining red data book.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. Shyam goes to a sanctuary. There he sees many animals. Suddenly he sees some hunters in the park. He
immediately calls up the forest rangers and gets them arrested.
(a) Why are animals hunted?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
(b) What should we learn from Shyam?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Q. What will happen if tigers become extinct oneday?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. How does recycling of paper conserves natural resources?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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The flow of electrons from positive terminal to negative terminal is called electric current.



Good Conductors: Electric current can easily pass through some materials. Such materials are



called good conductors of electricity, e.g. iron, copper, silver, aluminium, gold, etc.
Bad Conductors: Electric current cannot pass easily through some materials. Such materials are
called bad conductors of electricity, e.g. rubber, wood, asbestos, plastic, etc.




LED: It is the abbreviated form of Light Emitting Diode.
Electrode-the rods that help in the flow of electric current in the electrolytic cell are called
electrode.



Heating Effect of Electric Current: When electric current passes through a conductor, it increases
the temperature of the conductor. This is called heating effect of electric current. Many electrical
appliances work on heating effect of electric current, e.g. electric bulb, water heater, electric iron,





etc.
Chemical effect of the electric current: The passage of an electric current through a conducting
solution causes chemical reaction. That may cause formation of bubbles of a gas on the electrodes,
deposites of metal on electrodes, changes of colour of solutions etc.
Liquids which are good conductors: Some liquids too can conduct electricity, e.g. tap water, lemon
juice, vinegar, salt solution, etc. Most of the liquids which conduct electricity are solutions of acid,
base or salt.



Liquids which are bad conductors: Some liquids are bad conductors of electricity, e.g. distilled



water, honey, milk, vegetable oil, etc.
Tap water conducts electricity because it contains various salts dissolved in it. Hence, it is advised not



to touch an electric switch with wet hands.
Electroplating The process of depositing a layer of a desired metal on any other material by means of
electric current is called electroplating. Following steps are followed in electroplating






The material which needs to be coated with a layer is made the negative electrode (cathode).
The plate of desired metal is made the positive electrode (anode).
The conducting solution is made of a salt of desired metal.
Electric current is passed through the solution.
The desired metal dissociates from the plate (anode) and gets deposited on the material at
negative electrode (cathode).

Some Uses of Electroplating:






Imitation jewelry is made by applying a layer of gold or silver.
Applying a layer of chromium on an article by this method is called chrome plating. Parts of
bicycle, motorbike and sanitary fittings are chrome plated by this method.
Tin cans are made by electroplating tin on iron.
Applying a layer of zinc on an article is called anodizing. Electric poles and beams on bridges are
electroplated with zinc.
Chrome plating and anodizing helps in preventing from corrosion.

Answer the questions –
Q. Does pure water conduct electricity? If not, what can we do to make it conducting?
Ans: Pure water does not conduct electricity. By dissolving some salt, such as common salt, pure water can
be made a conductor of electricity.
Q . In case of a fire, before the firemen use the water hoses, they shut off the main electrical supply for the
area. Explain why they do this.
Ans: Normal water is good conductor of electricity. Therefore, firemen shut off the main electrical supply
for the area before using of water hoses in the case of fire to prevent them from getting electric shock.
Q: A child staying in a coastal region tests the drinking water and also the seawater with his tester. He finds
that the compass needle deflects more in the case of seawater. Can you explain the reason?
Ans: Since, seawater contains more salts dissolved in it, thus in the case of seawater, compass needle of the
tester deflects more than the drinking water.
Fill in the blanks(i) Electric bulb works on _________________ effect of electric current.
(ii) The flow of electrons from positive terminal to negative terminal is called __________________________.
(iii) Metals have _______________________ resistance.
(iv) The combination of two or more cells is called __________________.
(v) _______________________ is the process of a layer of metal on another

(vi) An electric cell produces electric current from the _____________________ inside it.
(vii) The passage of an electric current through a solution causes ______________ effects.
(vii) If you pass current through copper sulphate solution, copper gets deposited on the plate connected
to the ___________ terminal of the battery.
(viii) The process of depositing a layer of any desired metal on another material by means of
electricity is called _________.
Q. Define the terms(a) Electrical conductivity__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
(b) Electrolysis
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
(c) Electrode
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q. Draw the diagram showing electroplating.
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Force: push or pull
PUSH: Applied force intended to drive.
PULL: Action which acts in direction of the origin of force.
Forces are described as push or pull on an object.
Force: a push or a pull on an object is called force. Force may impart motion to an object.
Force can –change the direction of motion , speed , shape of an object, stop a moving object or make a
stationary object move.
• Magnitude: the strength of a force is usually expressed by its magnitude. It is measured in Newton(N).
• State of motion: The state of motion of an object is described by its speed and the direction of motion.
• Muscular Force: The force resulting due to the action of muscles is known as the muscular force.
• Contact Force: The force which is applied when it is in the contact with the object.
• Non-contact force: The force exerted on an object without touching it known as noncontact force.
• Gravitational force: the attractive force of earth which acts upon all the objects is called force of gravity or
gravitational force.
• Pressure: The force acting on a unit area of a surface is called pressure. It is measured in Pascal (Pa).
• Pressure= force/area(F/A) on which it acts. Lesser the area, greater is the force.
• Both liquids and gases exert pressure on the wall of their containers.
• Atmospheric pressure: The pressure due to the atmosphere is known as atmospheric pressure. This weight
of air column over a unit 1cm2. Barometer is used to measure atmospheric pressure.
Q: What do you understand by state of motion?
Ans: A force can change the state of motion. Both rest and motion are called states of motion. When an
object is at rest, its speed is zero.
Q. Explain friction.
Ans: When one surface is moving over another surface, a force comes into play and opposes their relative
motion. This force is called friction or force of friction. Friction always opposes motion because it acts in

opposite direction to motion. Force of friction arises due to contact between two surfaces. If there is not
contact between two surfaces there would be no friction.
Q. 3: Why is it easier to push a nail in a wooden plank through its pointed end?
Ans: It is easier to push a nail into a wooden door through its pointed end than through its blunt end,
because small area of the pointed end helps in creating more pressure and it becomes easier to insert the
nail.
Q. What is the difference between contact and non contact forces?
Contact force

Non-contact force

This force needs to touch the object in order to
exert its effect.

This force does not need to touch the object in order to
exert its effect.

Example: muscular force, friction

Example: magnetic force, electrostatic force

Q. Choose the correct option –
1. What is force?
a. pull

b. push

c. push and push both

d. none of these

2. What is state of motion?
a. position of rest

b. position of motion c. both by the state of rest or motion

d. none of these

3. The strength of force is expressed by?
a. weight

b. mass

c. magnitude

d. longitudinal force

4. The force between two charged bodies is called
a. muscular force

b. gravitational force

c. magnetic force

d. electrostatic force

5. When two forces act in opposite directions, then net force acting two forces
a. sum of two factors b. difference bwteen two factors c. both of these

d. none of these

6. Magnetic force isa. contact force

b. non-contact force

c. both a and b

d. none of these

7. Force acts on an object may change
a. direction

b. shape

c. speed

d. all of above

8. Leaves or fruits fall on the ground due to
a.magnetic force

b. gravitational force

c. electrostatic force

d. muscular force

Q. Give Scientific reason -–
(a) Tyres of tractor are very wide.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

(b) A camel can walk easily on sand but a man finds it difficult .
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
(c) Eskimos wear ski-like shoes.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Q. What are the effects of force on moving objects?
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Q. Explain characteristics of force.
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Q.1 Choose the correct option1. Which of the following is not used to reduce friction?
(a) ball bearing

(b) lubricant

(c) air cushion

(d) saw dust

2. The cause of friction between two surfaces in contact is(a) size of the object

(b) area of the surface of object

(c) roughness of surfaces in contact

(d) shape of the object

3. When two surfaces are rubbed against each other(a) heat is produced

(b) wear and tear takes place

(c) surfaces become smooth (d) nothing happens

4. On decreasing the weight of an object, friction
(a) decreases

(b) increases

(c) remains unaltered

(d) vanishes

(c) rolling friction

(d) fluid friction

5. Streamlining reduces(a) static friction

(b) sliding friction

6. Which of the following is not true about friction?
(a) It wears down an eraser

(b) It helps us to walk

(c) It helps a ship to sail through water

(d) It heats up our palms when rubbed.

7. The hinges of a creaking door are oiled to
(a) to keep them clean

(b) to keep them rust free

(c) to maintain their shine

(d) to reduce noise and wear and tear

8. The easiest way to shift a heavy carton from one place to another is –
(a) tie it with rope and pull

(b) ask more labourers to push it

(c) Put it on trolley

(d) Split it up into parts

9.A car skids on a wet road because –
(a) water increases the friction between road and tyres (b) water decreases the friction between road and tyres
(c) it is not possible to apply brakes on wet road

(d) brakes are ineffective on wet road

10.It is not possible to open a bottle’s lid with oily hands because due to friction(a) surface becomes sticky

(b) surface becomes rough

(c) surface becomes smooth and slippery

(d) none of these.

Q. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate lubricant used in each of the following cases :a. Asha removes her bangles easily by applying ______ on her hands.
b. Rashi puts some ______ on the carom board.
c. Piyush applied _______ on the chains of his bicycle to prevent wear and tear.
d. _______ in our mouth helps us to swallow food.
Q. Give reason for the followinga) Aircrafts and ships have pointed fronts.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
b) A piece of chalk gets smaller on repeated use.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
c) The handles of a motorcycle are covered with a rubber sheet with spikes.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

